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ExtraBackup is a software app that helps you to back up and save your essential documents in a specified local/LAN or FTP location as
ZIP files. It can also be used to restore backups to their original folder or to a custom one. Not too complicated to handle The application
is wrapped in a nicely colored and straightforward interface with intuitive settings. The guiding wizard makes sure it can be handled by
any type of users, even those less experienced with such programs. All you have to do is import the files and folders that you want to back
up using the built-in browse button, choose a title for your task, select your desired destination folder, and then proceed with the job. The
main window displays the number of total created and running tasks. Main functionality The program features ZIP compression to reduce
storage space as well as the possibility to password-protect your items. The encryption algorithm is AES-256. Backup filters can be set to
include only the specified files and exclude the others, or to remove the selected ones and automatically include the others. You can keep
any number of previously backed up files. Other features ExtraBackup can be set to show a message in the system tray, send an e-mail or
play a sound whenever a task has started, ended or aborted, as well as when you receive a warning or an error occurs. The sound can be
selected from MP3 and WAV files present on your computer. You can choose how often the created tasks should run by using the
Windows built-in task scheduler, the “Folder Monitor” option to run the task only when directory contents change, or “Smart Detect” to
perform the job only when the specified disk is detected. Last few words Taking everything into account, ExtraBackup proves to be a
reliable and useful tool that lets you back up and save your private documents on your hard disk or an FTP location as ZIP files and
protect them with a password. TrackBack WordPress Error Fix Software Free Download Wordpress Error Fix Software Free Download
WordPress Error Fix Software Free Download is a software which is very good to fix many of the errors in WordPress. So, there are
many peoples want to use it. Tags How to Fix DTMF Tone Splitting Over Cellular Phones How to Fix DTMF Tone Splitting Over
Cellular Phones. Dialtone is the repeated DTMF tones transmitted when a caller attempts to place a call on a cell phone. In
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KeyMACRO is a powerful software utility for Windows that helps you to create quick macros and associate them to keyboard
shortcuts.KeyMACRO is an intuitive application that is not very complicated to use. As you start typing a text, KeyMACRO instantly
creates a macro and save it to the application data folder. If you select a macro, press the corresponding keyboard shortcut, and then type
the required text to trigger that macro, you can create macros and save them to the application data folder without having to remember
the macro’s name and path. This way, you can quickly and easily create and launch quick macros that do not have to be saved or saved
somewhere, like in the “Startup” folder or on your desktop. Macros can be used to perform common activities like copying a file,
opening a file, or editing a file. You can also use them to launch a program, copy and paste a file, or open a file in a specified folder.
Macro names can be created from the name of the file that you want to trigger the macro or, if you are already in the folder where the
file is located, from the name of the folder.Macro names are stored as part of the user interface. If you select one macro, the other ones
are automatically deleted. KeyMACRO is also a powerful security tool, as it allows you to set a password for each macro you create. You
can make macros that are not visible or launchable by anyone other than the person who created them, in case the program is installed on
an unknown or untrusted computer.KeyMACRO can create macros from the keyboard shortcuts, from the filenames of selected files,
and from the names of folders. KeyMACRO can also launch windows, launch programs, launch files, copy and paste a file, and many
other actions. KeyMACRO is a convenient software utility that allows you to create, edit, and launch quick macros and quickly associate
macros with keyboard shortcuts. Multimedia-Bundle is a software app that helps you to create your own customized backup of music,
videos, and pictures. It can be used to save and restore data from any backup drive, NAS, or cloud storage service. Bundling capacity By
default, the software lets you include up to 3 GB of files in a single backup. However, you can also choose to only include files over a
specific size, or you can opt to exclude any file or folder. You can also add or 77a5ca646e
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ExtraBackup is a software app that helps you to back up and save your essential documents in a specified local/LAN or FTP location as
ZIP files. It can also be used to restore backups to their original folder or to a custom one. Not too complicated to handle The application
is wrapped in a nicely colored and straightforward interface with intuitive settings. The guiding wizard makes sure it can be handled by
any type of users, even those less experienced with such programs. All you have to do is import the files and folders that you want to back
up using the built-in browse button, choose a title for your task, select your desired destination folder, and then proceed with the job. The
main window displays the number of total created and running tasks. The program features ZIP compression to reduce storage space as
well as the possibility to password-protect your items. The encryption algorithm is AES-256. Backup filters can be set to include only the
specified files and exclude the others, or to remove the selected ones and automatically include the others. You can keep any number of
previously backed up files. Other features The program can be set to show a message in the system tray, send an e-mail or play a sound
whenever a task has started, ended or aborted, as well as when you receive a warning or an error occurs. The sound can be selected from
MP3 and WAV files present on your computer. You can choose how often the created tasks should run by using the Windows built-in
task scheduler, the “Folder Monitor” option to run the task only when directory contents change, or “Smart Detect” to perform the job
only when the specified disk is detected. Last few words Taking everything into account, ExtraBackup proves to be a reliable and useful
tool that lets you back up and save your private documents on your hard disk or an FTP location as ZIP files and protect them with a
password. FileSaver Pro is a new program by FileSaver.org to save images, files and folders to your hard disk as well as to copy and move
files from one folder to another. Main features FileSaver Pro is able to create and save files, images and folders on your hard disk. You
can specify the name, path, description, description of the image itself, the time stamp and write permissions. The application is packed
with helpful functionalities such as opening remote URLs, copying, moving, extracting, resizing images, changing the format of the
output file, applying compression and

What's New in the ExtraBackup?

* Compresses the files into ZIP and back up to FTP server * Securely backup files to FTP server * Restore to original location and all
files and folders * Keep any number of files or folders * Encrypt backup with 256-bit encryption * Backup your files on all your
computers * Customizable message options * Send alert sound when backup finishes * Create tasks with different frequency with
scheduler * Supports any folder structure for backup * Support import from Windows Explorer * Set a password on the backup * Can
create tasks with optional backup report * Supports importing/exporting from Excel *... Read more Hands-on Cyber Essentials, also
known as the Cyber Essentials Certification, is a major credit on the path to achieving the Cyber Essentials accreditation. Get this
important recognition for your organisation today and reap the many benefits: Assurance of providing your company with an IT
infrastructure that's fit for the modern business world and a step-up on the path to Cyber Essentials accreditation Promotion and
protection of your organisation's reputation by demonstrating that your cybersecurity posture and practices meet the Cyber Essentials
standard Improved security and control of your employees' access to sensitive information Achievement of the Cisco Unified Computing
System (UCS) Certification Install this application and practice Cyber Essentials compliance through the following exams: The Hands-on
Cyber Essentials Assessment Practice Exam tests your knowledge of the fundamental principles of cybersecurity in a hands-on
environment. Using our simulated environment, you will practice evaluating the security of a small network from a hacker's perspective.
You will learn what to look for and how to assess a situation and then report findings in a secure manner, using a secure collaboration
platform like Office 365. Download the Hands-on Cyber Essentials Assessment Practice Exam now and try the following topics: Topic 1:
The Basics of the Hands-on Cyber Essentials Assessment Practice Exam Topic 2: Security Controls for Small Businesses Topic 3:
Hacking a Small Network Topic 4: Hacking a Large Network Topic 5: Performance Considerations Topic 6: Understanding Threats to
Network Communications Topic 7: Protecting Sensitive Information Topic 8: Identity and Access Management ... Read more Version
5.3.2 (build 1459) is released. Replace and unregister corrupted and dangerous extensions Virus protection engine has been improved: for
example, we have replaced all codecs used by Firewall and blocked all known malware. The original version is not available for
download: - Firewall is removed - Firewall search for updates - Firewall signature definitions - Firewall explorer - Firewall Wipe -
Firewall Control - Antivirus engine - Antivirus scanner with updated signatures - Anti-spyware engine - Anti-
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System Requirements For ExtraBackup:

CPU: Minimum: Intel Core i5 2500k Recommendation: Intel Core i5 3570K Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 680 / AMD Radeon HD
7870 System RAM: 8 GB Storage: 16 GB Input Devices: Microsoft Natural Ergonomic Keyboard 4000 / Razer Deathadder / Logitech
G19 with N-Trig Recommended Minimum: Intel Core i7 2600K Nvidia GeForce GTX 780 / AMD
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